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E113 & E114 are essential courses for international students. I graduated high school in Japan, and decided to educate myself more. When I started taking courses in UNLV, I was lost. I didn't know how to write a proper essay at all. However, since I took these two courses, my writing has improved dramatically. They teach us grammar, structure of essay, close guidance from instructor, detailed collections, and so on.

Opponents of E113 & E114 might think we should already know before entering university. However, learning different language is not easy. It takes lots of time and requires professional guidance. If there were no E113 & E114, my English would be still horrible. I might have already gave up coming to school. Please, do not cut such a wonderful course. I know the budget cut is harsh. Cutting educational fund is most ridiculous movement. First of all, however,
there could be a better way to survive this critical period.

Don't take our opportunity of educational success.
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